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Learning objectives

The objectives of this module are:

üTo understand what entrepreneurship is;

üTo think about the key skills for entrepreneurs and for starting a 
business;

üTo discover how entrepreneurship can beneficial to rural areas;

üTo analyse the impact of globalisation and digitalisation;

üTo work with Canvas Business Model.



Why entrepreneurship is important?

üNew jobs (SMEs create more jobs than big businesses, 60 – 80 % of net 
new jobs over the last decade)

üInnovations

üTechnology advancements

üFocus on creating something new

üEconomic growth

üPhilanthropy

üEntrepreneurship is lucrative



What is entrepreneurship?

The process of creating something new with 
value by devoting the necessary time and 
effort, assuming the accompanying 
financial, psychic and social risks, and 
receiving the resulting awards of monetary 
and personal satisfaction and independence.

Hisrich (2005)



Who is an entrepreneur?

One who creates a new business in the face of
risk and uncertainty for the purpose of
achieving profit and growth by identifying
opportunities and assembling the necessary
resources to capitalize on them.

Zimmerer, Scarborough & Wilson (2008)



Benefits of 
entrepreneurship

The opportunity to:

üCreate your own destiny

üMake a difference

üReach your full potential

üReap impressive profits

üContribute to society
and be recognized for your
efforts

üDo what you enjoy and
have fun at it



Drawbacks of 
entrepreneurship

üUncertainty of income

üRisk of losing your entire 
investment

üLong hours and hard 
work

üLower quality of life until 
the business gets established

üHigh levels of stress

üComplete responsibility

üDiscouragement



Discussion

üWhat kind of risks are connected with entrepreneurship?

üWhat kind of rewards are connected with entrepreneurship?

üDiscussion: What is your perception of entrepreneurs in our community
and in our society? Why do you believe entrepreneurs have that
reputation?



Discussion

üIf you were to begin a business immediately after your academic career
concludes, what challenges would you face?

üWould you consider that an ideal time in your life to launch your first
venture? If not, at what point in your life might be a better time and why?

üWhat experiences might you find beneficial before you start your own
business?



About
sucess

Richard St. John: 
"Success is a continuous 

journey“

http://www.ted.com/talks/ric
hard_st_john_success_is_a_con

tinuous_journey.html

http://www.ted.com/talks/richard_st_john_success_is_a_continuous_journey.html


Entrepreneurship 
as a mindset

üAction oriented

üCreative

üPutting ideas into 
practice

üOpportunities 
recognition

üOpportunities creation

üOpportunities 
exploitation

üGathering resources

üAlert to changes, react 
faster  than others



Types of start-ups

Lifestyle 
firms: mouse

Foundation 
company: 
elephant

High-
potential 
venture: 
gazelle



Ideas

For every 3,000 new product ideas:

ü Four make it to the development 
stage.

ü Two are actually launched.

ü One becomes a success in the market.

On average, new products account for 
40% of companies’ sales!!

Creativity is an important source of 
building a competitive advantage. 



Sources of new ideas

Consumers

Existing products / services

Distribution channels

Government

Research & Development

Own creativity



Entrepreneurship in rural 
areas

Connected with 

agriculture

Processing

Sorting

Food retail

Agricultural resources retail
Transport

Storaging

Not connected 

with agriculture

Handcrafting

Small industry (e.g. wood)

Transportation services

Health services
Agritourism
Recreation and sport



Support of entrepreunership 
development 
in rural areas

ü Formal and non-formal education 
(vocational support)

ü Subsidies (financial support)

ü Local authorities (administrative 
support)

ü Local regulations (law support)

ü Incubation (social support)...



Financial support:
EU Funds

Additional financial support
National and Regional Funds

Other funding:
Loans

Grants to projects 
Social economy

Participatory budget
Crowdfunding

Institutional support: 
local, regional and 

national administrators 

Social support:
Associations 
Foundations 

Business incubators
Rural common-rooms

Support



Rural education 
(on farms)

üNetwork of  educational farms in 
Poland  (282 sites in 2020)

üEducational objectives and 
programmes in crop production; 
livestock production; processing of  
agricultural crops; ecological and 
consumer awareness; heritage of  
rural culture, traditional professions; 
handcrafts creation 

üGreen schools

üSchool out-of-school tours

üTraining and conferences



Globalisation influence

üGlobalisation with its opportunities brings 
good and bad influence for rural areas

üRural areas are strongly connected with 
food production 

üGlobalisation means competition between 
local food processors with global food

üGlobalisation opens new possibilities for 
local producers with promoting their 
products worldwide

üFinding a balance in proper use of 
globalization is needed 



A new sense of locality/globality of living in 
rural areas

üA diverse attitude towards the existence of locality and the meaning
of belonging, diversity but not chaos;

üPattern of attachment to locality depending on the situation of the
person;

üLack of attachment is not problematic;

üInformation, images, goods from the global world are achieved at
any time and anywhere for everyone, and this globality interferes with
locality;

üMaintaining trans-local relationships in this global is relatively easy
(time and space compression);

üThe world is so organized that it is possible to move across
international borders and maintain an ethnic lifestyle and daily
routines.



Which areas of activity are 
affected by digitisation?

Digitisation influences business logic, 
i.e. the business model and the business 
processes taking place inside.

In this context, it can be assumed that 
digitisation has a real impact on 
strategy and challenges the existing 
business model. 

The extent to which digitisation affects 
your business varies by industry and 
available resources.



What does digitisation lead to?

Digitalisation can lead to new forms of cooperation between companies or
to a change in customer and employee relationships. By leveraging digital
technologies, businesses can succeed in optimising processes, reducing
costs, incrementing productivity, increasing customer loyalty and
satisfaction, etc.

Digital technologies offer new ways to collaborate, do business and
connect people, so they touch on the heart of all business functions and
even ways of managing organizations.

It's really a very large ecosystem of processes, technologies, business
functions, infrastructure, etc., so everyone should be involved in this
change.



How does digitisation affect the human element?

(Effective) Digital business is a business with a human-oriented
view and agile processes where digital technology is used to
enable people (customers, employees, managers, etc.) to succeed,
optimize all business functions and make your business more
profitable.

People-oriented sometimes means disconnecting from
performance and technology. We can optimize and improve
everything. Efficiency, profit, customer experience, ways of
working and collaborating, but all this may not work if we ignore
the human element.



How does digitisation affect the human element?

It all depends on communication. As a rule, digitalisation is
associated with robots. We cannot focus communication indefinitely
on being even more productive or efficient.

Digitalisation should also associate people with new opportunities for
them. However, this requires appropriate conditions, spaces and
environments, in which freedom and creativity can be nurtured.

What matters is how digital technologies affect business in their day-
to-day operations, how they affect people's behaviour and attitudes in
all their activities.



Digitisation 
during a 

pandemic

Over the past 12 months, the COVID-19
pandemic has rapidly accelerated digitisation
processes in companies.

Most companies focused primarily on
enabling their teams to telework and transfer
internal processes to the online world.

Customer service and sales projects were less
frequently implemented. Today, the basic tool for
facilitating remote business is the electronic signature,
most often, because as many as 63% of companies
used in the annual financial statements – according to
the report "Trusted Economy in a new reality.“





What is a business model?

üAbout creating value – for customers, 
companies and society

üThe rationale of how an organisation 
creates, delivers and captures value

üBlueprint for a strategy



Why using business model canvas?



Canvas

9 building blocks in 4 areas:

üCustomers

üOffer

üInfrastructure

üFinancial viability



Key 
partners

Key 
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Customer 
relationships



Canvas business model

Key 
resources 

Key 
partners

Value 
proposition

Customer 
relationships

Customer 
segments

Key 
activities 

Channels

Cost structure Revenue stream



Value propositions

üWhat value do we deliver to the 
customer?

üWhich one of our customer‘s 
problems are we helping to solve?

üWhich customer needs are we 
satisfying?

üWhat bundles of products and 
services are we offering to each 
customer segments?

üWhy would a customer choose us 
and not the competitors?



Value propositions

Quantitative
üPrice

üSpeed of service

Qualitative
üDesign

üCustomer experience

Newness (cell phones)

Performance (PC sector)

Customization (SAP)

Getting the job done (jet engines by Rolls-Royce)

Design (fashion)

Brand (Rolex)

Price (Easyjet)

Cost reduction (CRM software)

Risk reduction (guarantee)

Accessibility (NetJets offers private jets)

Convenience / Usability (iTunes)



Customer segments

ü For whom are we creating value?

üWho are our most important 
customers?

üWhat are the needs, wishes and 
requirements of our customers?

Customer groups represent separate 
segments if:

üTheir needs require a distinct offer

üThey are reached through different 
distribution channels

üThey require different types of 
relationships

üThey are willing to pay for different 
aspects of the offer



Channels

üHow a company communicates 
with and reaches its customers to 
deliver a value proposition

üCustomers touch points

üThrough which channels do our 
customers want to be reached?

üHow are our channels 
integrated?

üWhich ones work best?

üWhich ones are most cost-
efficient?

üHow we integrate them with 
customer routines?



Channels

Channel phases:

ü Awareness: How do we raise 
awareness about our products and 
services?

ü Evaluation: How do we help 
customers evaluate our organisation‘s 
value proposition?

ü Purchase: How do we allow 
customers to purchase specific 
products and services?

ü Delivery: How do we deliver a 
value proposition to customers?

ü After sales: How do we provide 
post-purchase customer support?



Customer 
relationships

üWhat type of relationship does 
each of our customer segments 
expect us to establish and maintain 
with them?

üWhich ones have we 
established?

üHow costly are they?

üHow are they integrated with 
the rest of our business model?

üExamples: personal assistance, 
dedicated personal assistance, self-
service, automated service, 
communities, co-creation



Customer 
relationships

üPersonal assistance: retail, call 
centres

üDedicated personal assistance: 
key accounts in pharmacy, retail 
suppliers

üSelf-service: cash machines

üAutomated service: personal 
online profiles (Amazon)

üCommunities: Lego

üCo-creation: Amazon invites 
customers to write reviews



Revenue streams

ü The cash a company generates
ü For what value are our 

customers really willing to pay?
ü For what do they currently 

pay?
ü How are they currently paying?
ü How would they prefer to pay?
ü How much does each revenue 

stream contribute to overall 
sales?

ü Examples: asset sale, usage fee, 
subscription fee, 
lending/renting/leasing, 
licensing, brokerage fees, 
advertising



Revenue streams

üAsset sale: selling products, 
services …

üUsage fee: telecom operators

üSubscription fee: gym, on-line 
computer games

üLending/renting/leasing: rent-a-
car

üLicensing: giving permission to 
use intellectual property, publishing 
industry

üBrokerage fees: credit card 
providers, insurance agents, real 
estate agents

üAdvertising: media, software 
sector



Key resources

üAssets required to make a 
business model work

üWhat key resources do our value 
propositions require? Our distribution 
channels? Customer relationships? 
Revenue streams?

Types of resources:

üPhysical (Wal-Mart has huge 
warehouses)

üIntellectual (brand, patents)

üHuman (knowledge intensive, 
creative industries)

üFinancial (insurance industry)



Key activities
ü The most important thing a 
company must do to make its business 
model work

üWhat key activities do our value 
propositions require? Our distribution 
channels? Customer relationships? 
Revenue streams?

Categories:

üProduction (manufacturing, 
designing & making)

üProblem solving (consultancies, 
hospitals)

üPlatform / network (eBay requires 
that companies continually develop 
their platforms, Microsoft requires 
managing the interface between 
Windows and vendor‘s software)



Key partnerships
ü Network of suppliers and partners 
that make the business model work

ü Who are our key partners?

ü Who are our key suppliers?

ü Which key resources are we 
acquiring from partners?

ü Which key activities do partners 
perform?

Motivations for partnerships: 

üOptimization and economy of scale 
(retail)

ü Reduction of risk and uncertainty 
(joint ventures)

üAcquisition of particular resources 
and activities (outsourcing, licensing, 
mobile phone manufacturers may 
license an operating system)



Cost structure

ü What are the most important costs 
inherent in our business model?

ü Which key resources are most 
expensive?

ü Which key activities are most 
expensive?

Is your business more:

ü Cost driven? (leanest cost structure, 
low price value proposition, maximum 
automation, extensive outsourcing)

ü Value driven? (focused on value 
creation, premium value proposition)

ü Sample characteristics: fixed costs, 
variable costs, economies of scale, 
economies of scope



Cost structure

üFixed costs: salaries, rents, 
facilities

üVariable costs: production 
material, advertising

üEconomies of scale: cost per unit 
decreases as company purchase/ sell 
a higher quantity

üEconomies of scope: same 
marketing activities may support 
multiple products


